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Stainless Steel Side Burner (fits all gas grills). Available in Infrared (shown) and Blue Flame.
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Grilling accessories

Make the most out of your Broilmaster Premium Grill.

ALL GRILLS

Our Grill Cover fits over shelving,
side burners and other accessories.
Black only.

Experience the extra flavor of real wood
smoke and steam from our heavy duty,
Cast Iron SmokeR Box with a removable
vented lid.

Our Stainless Steel Retract-A-Rack serves
as an added cooking level. Removes in
seconds to make room for a turkey or
large roast.

diamond pattern COOking Grids are perfect
for cooking veggies and fish.

Our blue flame Stainless Steel Side Burner
enables you to simmer, saute or fry while
you grill. Or choose the Infrared Side
Burner to sear steaks, chops and fish.

The Multi-position Stainless Steel Lid Stop
lifts hood a little or a lot to control heat
and smoke.

Add the ROTISSERIE to the P3 models, and
you can self-baste even the biggest game,
turkey, and roasts as they slowly rotate
over low heat.

GAS GRILLS

Flare Buster Ceramics are uniform in
dimensions and thickness for exceptional
heat distribution and burner protection.

CHARCOAL GRILLS

Closed

Open

Broilmaster’s exclusive stainless steel SMOKER SHUTTER. With one pull of the lever,
you can convert your grill to an indirect cooking system – for smoking, roasting,
slow cooking, baking and more! Fits P3X & H3X only.

Our Premium ASH TOOL lets you safely reach
into the far corners of your C3 series
charcoal grill to add/reposition charcoal
or remove ashes.

The ceramic Glass infrared panel turns
high heat from your charcoal into infrared
energy to sear meats on your C3 series
grill. Patent pending.

QRAVE GRILLS
Did you know?
we also make:
Fireplaces
Log Sets
Heaters
Mantels
Scraper Tool removes cooking residue from grids and drip tray on QRAVE
series grills.Flexible Bristle Brush removes build-up from drain on QRAVE
series grills.

For more information visit us at
www.empirecomfort.com.
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